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WALLPAPER MIRAGE W7610-01 SOFA AMPEZZO F7620-11 CUSHIONS EMPYREA LINEN F7581-12, MIRAGE F7593-01 & EMPYREA STRIPE F7580-06

MIRAGE WALLPAPER
A paradise garden, where a red Ibis walks in a shallow pool  
watched on by cranes and exotic birds within the trees and foliage.  
MIRAGE has been designed exclusively for Osborne & Little by  
Diane Hill and Joanna Charlotte
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MIRAGE F7593-01

EMPYREA WIDE-WIDTH LINENS

Two luxurious wide-width linens are presented in  
a palette of soft colours and versatile neutral shades. 

EMPYREA FABRICS

Embroidery, print and weave designs are presented in an enchanting 
colour palette for both dramatic and tranquil decorating schemes. 

Empyrea is a heavenly paradise in ancient cosmology.



WALLPAPER MARTINIQUE W7615-01 THROW CASSIANO F7573-04

PALOMA F7590-02

EMPYREA WALLPAPERS

The Empyrea wallpaper collection crosses continents to real and 
imagined lands, featuring panoramic views, pictorial scenes and gardens, 
with exotic birds, foliage and flora. Four of the wallpapers are mural 
designs; they have been beautifully painted in an enchanting colour 
palette to provide both atmospheric and tranquil interior backdrops.

MARTINIQUE
A vast panoramic landscape with mountains in the distance is viewed 

from the vantage point of a hilltop with lush foliage and banana palms.

PALOMA
A flamboyant design featuring ferns and stylised paisley fronds is digitally 
printed and embellished with embroidered knots and running stitches. 
Named after a garden in New Zealand.



MICHELIA W7612-01TERRA FIRMA / TERRA F7600-15

MICHELIA
Exotic birds sit in the branches of a magnolia tree with 
budding flowers. The design is painted in watercolour, with 
pencil drawn leaves in the background shadowing the foliage. 
Michelia is a variety of magnolia flower.



MALABAR WALLPAPER
A beautiful garden landscape of elegant trees, banana 
palms and date palms. The design has been painted on 
craquelure ground, reminiscent of old fresco walls.

ESPALIER 
A playful multi-coloured horizontal stripe punctuated with 

lines of dots. This artisanal-looking weave is dual purpose, with 
a beautiful soft drape and a Martindale abrasion of 90,000.

WALLPAPER MALABAR W7616-01 SOFA ESPALIER F7592-01 CUSHIONS FIRMA F7601-18, ESPALIER F7571-01 & MALABAR F7591-01



WALLPAPER KATSURA W7611-01 SOFA AMPEZZO F7620-03 CUSHIONS FALORIA F7572-04 & CRISTALLO F7571-01 THROW CASSIANO F7573-03 CASSIANO F7573-01

KATSURA 
Plants and flowers interspersed with oriental 
acer trees are painted in an impressionistic 
style in watercolour. The leaves are reflected 
in the glass of a decorative window trellis. 
Named after an Imperial palace and its 
gardens in Kyoto.



CASSIANO
The classic check is given a modern twist 
with a fresh and playful colour palette in this 
collection of dual-purpose contemporary 
weaves. Ski resorts in the Italian Dolomites 
lend their names to the designs.

FALORIA F7572 THROWS CASSIANO F7573-01, CRISTALLO F7571-01, BADIA F7570-01 STOOL FALORIA F7572-01, 04, 02



WALLPAPER EUCALYPTUS W7613-01 SOFA FIRMA F7601-02 CUSHIONS FALORIA F7572-02, 03 & BADIA F7570-03

EUCALYPTUS
Flowering eucalyptus intertwines with peony blooms and small 
white butterflies. The foliage cascades down a textured wall, 
the leaves creating a shadow on a delicate ombré of colour 
and a subtle trellis that fades in and out.



ESPALIER F7592-02 & AMPEZZO F7620-02

AMPHORA F7594-01

AMPHORA

A contemporary design of colour co-ordinated vases 
displaying ivory stylised flowers and foliage is illustrated  
in crewelwork. Amphora is the name for an ancient  
Greek jar or vase.



AMPEZZO STAIN-RESISTANT

A town in the Italian Alps gives its name 
to this soft upholstery fabric. Ampezzo 
is presented in a palette of 32 natural 
colours including warm earthy shades, 
rich tones and a wide choice of neutrals. 
Martindale abrasion 40,000 and with  
a stain-resistant finish.

TERRA FIRMA STAIN-RESISTANT

Two semi-plain weaves made from recycled 
polyester and organic cotton. These dual-purpose 
fabrics have a Martindale abrasion of 70,000 and 
stain-resistant finish. Each is presented in a palette  
of 21 colours.

TERRA – a two-tone chenille twill design is woven 
with 100% recycled polyester yarn. 

FIRMA – a plain chenille with a subtle vertical two-
tone strié texture, made from recycled polyester 
and organic cotton. In addition to its stain-resistant 
properties Firma has an anti-microbial finish.

AMPEZZO

TIVOLI F7595-01

TIVOLI
A lively composition of date palms, flowers and foliage is 

created with a combination of appliquéd cotton, layered with 
matt and shiny embroidery on a linen-union ground.

FIRMA



EMPYREA WIDE-WIDTH LINENS

EMPYREA WIDE-WIDTH LINENS

Two luxurious wide-width linens are presented in a palette of soft colours and 
versatile neutral shades. Empyrea is a heavenly paradise in ancient cosmology.

EMPYREA STRIPE – an elegant wide-width linen with a vertical stitched stripe detail.
EMPYREA LINEN – a plain dual-purpose wide-width linen in 12 colours.
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